USING THE VIDYO CONFERENCING SYSTEM IN K9509

Setting up the K9509 for Vidyo Conference

Step 1 - Drop by the Math office and pick up the camera and TV remotes
Step 2 - Turn on camera and television
Step 3 - place call to 206.87.31.34##042469 - this turns on the system for K9509.
Step 4 - Use the remotes to control the camera and sound. Camera presets are preprogrammed.

How participants join the Vidyo Conference
Each participant is sent this link which is a unique identifier for K9509.

https://vidyo.computecanada.ca/flex.html?roomdirect.html&key=rsho2LLE8Lsp2pTPjvmtX2EUE

If the Vidyo software is already installed they will be prompted to log in using a guest login, they would input their name and connect to the room.
If the Vidyo software is not installed they will be prompted to install it.

Vidyo Conference Administrator:

Using the Vidyo software login using the following criteria.

Vidyo Portal: https://vidyo.computecanada.ca
scitech
xW1ZQjK

==========================================================================

Setting up K9509 for BlueJeans Meeting

Step 1 - Contact King Chao (email: chaoa@sfu.ca) for a BlueJeans meeting schedule
Step 2 - Drop by the Math office and pick up the camera and TV remotes
Step 3 - Turn on camera and television
Step 4 - place call to 199.48.152.152 - this turns on the system for K9509
Step 5 - Put in the BlueJeans meeting ID (received from King's reply) with the remote
Step 6 - Use the remotes to control the camera and sound. Camera presets are preprogrammed.

==========================================================================

Setting up K9509 directly to another room system

Step 1 - Provide the IP Address 142.58.8.12 to the other party to call in
Step 2 - Drop by the Math office and pick up the camera and TV remotes
Step 3 - Turn on camera and television
Step 4 - Waiting for the caller to call in and accept the call
Step 5 - Use the remotes to control the camera and sound. Camera presets are preprogrammed.